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the GLOBAL 1960s
HISTORY on FILM
MODERN INDIA
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MODERN CHINA
FOOD CULTURE and SCIENCE
CANADA since CONFEDERATION
MODERN EUROPE

WAR and SOCIETY
MEXICO HISTORY & CULTURE
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ANCIENT WORLD
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SOCIAL HISTORY of CANADA
Many people have asked me during my undergrad years, ‘what do you do with a History degree?’ I always reply ‘essentially anything.’

I work as an Archaeologist at an engineering company carrying out Cultural Resource Management (CRM) surveys. This job has allowed me to travel across Ontario’s rural landscape and see beautiful places that have been lost to history, including prehistoric, archaic and paleolithic sites, which I will never forget. Take initiative; the future is incredibly bright for students with a History Degree!”
- Joe Cull (BA ‘14)

Professions and professional schools look for young people with broad training, adaptable skills, and clear judgment. Our graduates are versatile and intelligent communicators and problem solvers who follow their passions in business, law, education, civil service, education, journalism and the arts. Visit our grads at: www.uoguelph.ca/history/alumni

Our students may study for a semester in Paris, London, Kraków or Shanghai supervised by Department faculty. While abroad, students keep up with their coursework while absorbing new experiences with a tight-knit cohort.

Historians are experts at vetting evidence of all kinds. Our students may participate in hands-on projects evaluating historical records for the public. In our Digital Humanities seminar, students help the Library digitize Scottish chapbooks for a website on the evolution of fairy tales.

For more information: histsec@uoguelph.ca